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Abstract—In this paper, we proposed a single-source surface
integral formulation to accurately solve the scattering problems
by 2D penetrable objects. In this method, the objects are re-
placed by their surrounding medium through enforcing a surface
equivalent electric current to ensure fields exactly the same as
those in the original scattering problem. The equivalent electric
current is obtained through emitting the equivalent magnetic
current by enforcing that the electric fields in the original and
equivalent problems equal to each other. Through solving the
Helmholtz equation inside objects by the scalar second Green
theorem, we could accurately model arbitrarily shaped objects.
Then, we solve the exterior scattering problems through the
combined integral equation (CFIE) with the equivalent electric
current. The proposed formulation only requires a single electric
current source to model penetrable objects. At last, two numerical
experiments are carried out to validate its accuracy, stability and
capability of handling non-smoothing objects.
Index Terms—Penetrable, surface integral equation, surface
admittance, scattering
I. INTRODUCTION
THE method of moment (MOM), which is based onsurface integral equations, is widely used to solve scat-
tering problems [1] and extract the electrical parameters of
large-scale integrated circuits (ICs) [2]. Compared with other
volumetric methods, like the finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) method [3] and the finite element method (FEM) [4],
it has much smaller count of unknowns.
To model the piecewise homogenous penetrable media,
various formulations, like the Poggio-Miller-Chan-Harrington-
Wu-Tsai (PMCHWT) [5], the combined tangential field (CTF)
[6], are proposed in the last decades. In those formula-
tions, a two-region problem is solved by introducing both
the surface equivalent electric and magnetic currents through
the equivalence theorem. Therefore, it would be desirable
to achieve single-source formulations to model penetrable
objects. When considering the conducting media, the single-
source formulation could be obtained through incorporating
with the impedance boundary condition [7] or the general-
ized impedance boundary condition [8]. Further investigations
found that they suffer from accuracy issue in the low frequency
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range or inner resonance problem. Recently, new surface-
volume-surface single-source formulations through mapping
volume integral operator to its surface counterpart were pro-
posed to model penetrable objects [9], [10]. They could
significantly improve the efficiency compared with the volume
integral equation methods. However, they still involve the
volume integral operator.
In this paper, we proposed another single-source formu-
lation to solve the 2D transverse magnetic (TM) scattering
problems for penetrable objects. The proposed formulation is
based on the combined integral equation (CFIE) incorporated
with the equivalent surface electric current obtained from the
differential surface admittance operator, which was introduced
in [11] to model high-speed interconnects. Many other efforts
are made to extend its capabilities such as modeling circular
cables [12], arbitrarily shaped interconnects [13], 3D scattering
problems [14] and antenna array [15]. In this paper, we
further extend the differential surface admittance operator to
solve the 2D TM scattering problems by arbitrarily shaped
penetrable objects. In the proposed formulation, only the
surface equivalent electric current source is required.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we demon-
strate the proposed formulation with the single equivalent
electric current source in detail. In Section III, numerical
experiments are carried out to validate its accuracy, stability
and capability of handling non-smoothing objects. At last, we
draw some conclusions.
II. FORMULATION
A. The Equivalent Surface Current
We consider a penetrable object denoted its boundary as
γ and interior domain as S, with the permittivity, the per-
meability and the conductivity as ε1, µ1, σ1, respectively.
It is surrounding by a background medium with ε0, µ0, σ0
and illuminated by a plane wave as shown in Fig. 1(a).
According to the surface equivalence theorem, we could obtain
an equivalent problem, in which fields are exactly the same as
those in the original problem through replacing the objects by
their surrounding medium and enforcing a surface equivalent
electric and magnetic current at γ as shown in Fig. 1(b) [11].
The exterior fields in the original problem are exactly the
same as those in the equivalent problem, denoted as E0 = Ê0
and H0 = Ĥ0. These two surface currents are nothing but the
difference between the tangential fields in the original and
equivalent problems. If we carefully select the electric and
magnetic fields in the equivalent problem, a single source
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Fig. 1. (a) Original scattering problem, where E0 and H0 are exterior fields
and Ez , Ht are interior fields and (b) the equivalent problem with the object
replacing by its surrounding medium and enforcing the surface electric and
magnetic currents at γ, where Ê0, Ĥ0, Êz and Ĥt are exterior and interior
fields, respectively.
formulation could be obtained. As stated in [11], a single
source formulation by carefully choosing the electric fields in
the equivalent problem is achieved. In this paper, we consider
the single surface equivalent electric current, denoted as Ĵs.
However, we could get its dual single source formulation for
the magnetic source using the same manner.
According to the equivalence theorem [16], the surface
equivalent electric current and magnetic current could be
expressed as
Ĵs(~r
′) = Ht(~r′)− Ĥt(~r′), M̂s(~r′) = Et(~r′)− Êt(~r′) (1)
where Et(~r′), Êt(~r′), Ht(~r′), Ĥt(~r′) are the surface tangential
electric and magnetic fields in the original and equivalent
problems, respectively and all quantities with a hat denote
their values in the equivalent problem.
Since the electric and magnetic fields in the equivalent
problem could be arbitrary, we could obtain the single electric
current source by enforcing that Et(~r′) = Êt(~r′) and have
Ĵs(~r
′) 6= 0, M̂s(~r′) = 0. (2)
On the other hand, we could have the single magnetic current
source by enforcing that Ht(~r′) = Ĥt(~r′) and have
M̂s(~r
′) 6= 0, Ĵs(~r′) = 0. (3)
Both of them could give us a single-source formulation. In this
paper, we select the first to obtain the single-source integral
formulation and then derive the surface equivalent electric
current using the contour integral method [18].
Considering the penetrable objects do not include any
sources, the electric fields must satisfy the following scalar
Helmholtz equation in S,
∇2Ez + k2Ez = 0, (4)
subject to the boundary condition,
Ez(~r) = Êz(~r), ~r ∈ γ. (5)
(4) could be solved through the second scalar Green theorem,
and we obtain the relationship between the electric field Ez
and its normal derivative of Ez at γ [18],
1
2
Ez(~r) =
∮
γ
[
G(~r, ~r′)
∂Ez(~r
′)
∂n′
− ∂G(~r, ~r
′)
∂n′
Ez(~r
′)
]
dr′,
(6)
where G is the Green function expressed as G = − i4H(2)0 (kρ),
where k is the wavenumber in the object and H(2)0 (·) is the
zeroth-order Hankel function of the second kind. In addition,
the tangential magnetic field relates to the electric field in 2D-
TM at γ through the Poincare-Steklov operator [11] as
Ht(~r) =
1
jωµ
[
∂Ez(~r)
∂n
]
~r∈γ
, (7)
where µ is the permeability of the object. We use the pulse
basis function to expand Ez and Ht and point-matching
scheme to test (6) and (7) at midpoints of each segment of
γ. Then, after substituting (7) into (6), we collect all Ez and
Ht coefficients into two column vectors, E, H, and write (6)
into matrix form as
PH = UE. (8)
Next, through inversing the square matrix P, we obtain the
surface admittance operator Y as
H = P−1U︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y
E. (9)
E, H are denoted as the discretized Ez , Ht at the interior of γ
in the original problem. When all the parameters are replaced
by its surrounding medium, we obtain the equivalent problem.
With similar procedure, for the equivalent problem, we could
obtain
Ĥ = P̂−1Û︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ŷ
E, (10)
where Ĥ represents the discretized magnetic field Ĥt in the
equivalent problem, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Since we have
enforcing (2), we have
Ĵs = YsE, (11)
where Ys is the differential surface admittance operator and
could be expressed as
Ys = Y − Ŷ = P−1U− P̂−1Û. (12)
When multiple scatters are involved, the Ys is a block diag-
onal matrix assembling from all differential surface admittance
operator for each object.
B. The Scattering Modeling
The scattering fields induced by Js at γ in the exterior
region of the equivalent problem [17] could be expressed as
Es(~r) = −jωµ0
∫
γ
Js(~r
′)G0(~r, ~r′)ds′, (13)
Hs(~r) = −nˆ× Js
2
−
∫
γ
Js ×∇G0 (~r0, ~r′) d~s′, (14)
where ~r′ ∈ γ, ω, µ0 and nˆ denote the angular frequency, the
permittivity of the background medium, and the unit normal
vector pointing out of the object, respectively, G0(~r, ~r′) is the
Green function expressed as G0(~r, ~r′) = − j4H(2)0 (k0ρ), where
k0 is the wavenumber in the background medium. Unlike for
the interconnect problems, where a 2D static Green function
is used with the quasi-static assumption, the full wave Green
function should be used for scattering modeling.
3Therefore, the total fields at the exterior region could be
expressed as the superposition of the scattering and inci-
dent fields, E0 = Es +Einc and H0 = Hs +Hinc. We could
rewrite them as
Eo = L̂(Js) +Einc, (15)
Ho = K̂(Js) +Hinc, (16)
where
L̂(Js) = −jωµ0
∫
γ
Js(~r
′)G0(~r, ~r′)ds′, (17)
K̂(Js) = −nˆ× Js
2
−
∫
γ
Js ×∇G0 (~r0, ~r′) d~s′. (18)
To avoid possible internal resonance, we select to use the
linear combination of (15) and (16). Therefore, we have the
following formulation,
αEo + (1− α) nˆ× ηHo = α
(
Es +Einc
)
+(1− α) nˆ× η (Hs +Hinc) , (19)
where α is a real constant in [0, 1] and η denotes the wave
impedance of the background medium. α is selected as 0.5 in
all simulations.
We expand Eo and Ho with the pulse basis function and
use the point-matching scheme at each segment of γ. Since the
surface electric field at γ in the equivalent problem has been
enforced to equal to that in the original problem, Ys relates
Js and E through (12), where Ys is introduced in [11], [13]
for interconnect modeling. It should be noted that [19] explore
the possibility to use the surface admittance operator to solve
the scattering problems. However, the method in [19] is only
applicable for the canonical objects and possibly suffers from
internal resonance issues. In this paper, the proposed method
is free from internal resonance and applicable for arbitrarily
shaped objects.
With the definition of Y in (9) and Ys in (12), we could
solve the electric field E at γ through (19) as
E =
[
α
(
I+ L̂Ys
)
+ (1− α) η
(
Y + K̂Ys
)]−1
[
αEinc + (1− α) nˆ× ηHinc] , (20)
where I is identity matrix. Readers should be careful that Y
in (20) rather than Ŷ should be used. Since no currents at γ
exist, the magnetic fields at inner and exterior side of γ in the
original problem equal to each other as shown in Fig. 1(a), i.e
Ht(~r
′) = H0(~r′), ~r′ ∈ γ. In the equivalent problem, we have
Ĥ0(~r
′) = H0(~r′). Therefore, Y should be used.
C. Electric Field Computation
There are three domains, the exterior region of objects, the
boundary and inner region of objects in the computational
domain. When we require the electric fields in the exterior
region of objects, they could be obtained through (13) and
(11). At γ, we already have the fields at the middle points
of each segment. Therefore, the fields at other locations of γ
could be easily interpolated through calculated values. In S,
we obtain fictions fields since we use the equivalence theorem.
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Fig. 2. (a) Electric fields obtained from the proposed method, (b) relative error
between electric field obtained from the proposed method and the analytical
method, (c) relative error verse the permittivity of the object and (d) relative
error of the RCS obtained from the proposed method and the analytical method
in a wide frequency range.
We could use the tangential electric fields at γ to calculate the
fields in the interior region of objects as,
Ein = (U
′ −P′Y)E, (21)
where Y is exactly the same as that in (9), P′, U′ are obtained
from the first and the second term of right hand side of (6),
respectively.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present two numerical examples to
demonstrate the accuracy, stability and the capability of han-
dling non-smoothing objects.
A. A Dielectric Cylinder Object
The first numerical experiment considered is a infinite cylin-
der with r = 4. Its radius is one wavelength, 1λ0, where λ0 is
the wavelength in the free space. The background medium is
air. A plane wave with the frequency 300 MHz incidents from
the x axis. The minimum segment length is selected as λ0/10,
0.1 m to discretize the contour of the cylinder. In the following
simulations, we will use this configuration otherwise stated.
The relative error is defined as |Eref − Ecal|/max|Eref |,
where Eref and Ecal denote the reference and calculated
fields. The analytical fields are selected as the reference.
We obtain the electric fields in the computational domain
as shown in Fig. 2 (a) and the error pattern is shown as in
Fig. 2(b). It is easy to find that the maximum relative error
is below 3% compared with the analytical fields. It shows
that the proposed method could obtain accurate results for the
penetrable objects. The error could be further reduced as we
refine the mesh.
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Fig. 3. (a) relative error between electric field obtained from the proposed
method and Comsol and (b) RCS obtained from the proposed method and the
Comsol.
We further investigate the accuracy and stability of the
proposed method for different r. For convenience, we fixed
the mesh size to 0.05 m for the wideband analysis. The error is
defined as RMS=
√∑ |Eref − Ecal|2/∑ |Eref |2. As shown
in Fig. 2(c), we find that the proposed method could get
accurate results with r changing from 1.1 to 15. In addition,
as expected, the error will rise as the permittivity of the object
increases since in our simulations we fixed the mesh size. For
the medium with a high permittivity, the mesh could not be
enough sampled. However, the error could be further reduced
as the mesh is refined. Therefore, the proposed method is
accurate and stable from the low to high r values. The results
show that the proposed method has excellent performance in
terms of accuracy and stability for different media parameter
contrast.
Fig. 2(d) illustrates the accuracy of the proposed method in a
wide frequency range. We fixed the mesh size at 0.05 m. The
RCS obtained from the proposed method and the analytical
solution shows good agreement from 15 MHz to 150 MHz.
Therefore, the proposed method could obtain accurate results
in a wideband frequency range.
B. A Dielectric Cuboid Object
An infinite long cuboid with non-smoothing corners and
r = 4 is considered. Its surrounding medium is air. The
incident plane wave is along the x axis with the frequency
300 MHz. The side length is 1λ0, 1 m. The minimum mesh
size is 0.05 m to discretize the contour of the cuboid.
Fig. 3(a) shows the relative error between the electric fields
obtained from the proposed method and the Comsol. It is easy
to find that the relative error in the whole computational do-
main is less than 3%. It implies that the proposed method could
get accurate fields compared with the Comsol. Meanwhile, the
RCS obtained through both methods shows good agreement
as shown in Fig. 3(b).
As shown in these numerical experiments, the proposed
method is applicable objects with not only smoothing surfaces
but also non-smoothing surfaces and shows good performance
in terms of accuracy and stability.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a surface integral formulation for
scattering modeling by 2D penetrable objects. The proposed
method only requires a single electric current source derived
from the surface equivalence theorem. We related the surface
electric current and surface electric field through the differen-
tial surface admittance operator. However, we could obtain its
dual magnetic single source formulation with a similar manner.
Then, with combining the CFIE, we could solve the scattering
problems by arbitrarily shaped objects and the fields also could
be reconstructed from the computed surface electric fields at
any location. Numerical results show that the proposed method
is robust, accurate to handle smoothing and non-smoothing
objects with the low to high permittivity in a wide frequency
range.
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